DESCRIPTION
The main function of the electric baking cage is to replace the carbon baking cage, making
the drying of tea more precise and controllable.
Earlier, the drying and roasting of tea were mainly processed by burning charcoal, but the
temperature of the charcoal roasting is uncontrollable, and the quality of the tea made is
diﬀerent. Due to the development of electriﬁcation, electric baking cages are commonly used
for drying now.
Due to its small output, this machine is very suitable for small tea factories, tea shops and
households. It can also be used to dry other types of food and has a wide range of
applications.
This machine can also be used for baking dry oolong tea and white tea, enhance their
fragrant. It also could be used for perfume incense.

ADVANTAGE
1. Intelligent constant temperature system control. The operation is simple and fast, the
baking is more accurate and more intelligent;
2. Traditional craft, hand weaving. Unique craft design, natural moso bamboo weaving,
combining traditional crafts with modern technology;
3. Thicker molybdenum disilicide heating tube, uniform heating, no pollution, safety and
guarantee;
3. The base is stable. The base is formed by moulding, low center of gravity, good stability,
good quality, not easy to be deformed, strong and durable.

APPLICATION
Tea baking drum machine is suitable for processing black / green / oolong / white / dark /
herbal tea, the following is the working time required for the above tea production.
Type Of Tea

Working Time

Black Tea

30-60 Minutes

Green Tea

30-60 Minutes

White Tea

30-60 Minutes

Oolong Tea

30-60 Minutes

Herbal Tea

30-60 Minutes

The above data is for reference only, and the speciﬁc processing time shall be determined
according to the actual situation.

SPECIFICATION
Bamboo drum manual tea baking machine speciﬁcation list:
Model
Capacity

DL-6CHBL-70
≤7500g

Temp Range
Voltage
Power
Size
Drum size
Heating plate diameter
Packing size
Weight

30-150 ℃
160-230V
1800W
72*72*62cm
65*65*47cm
60cm
74*74*64cm
20 kgs

If you have special need, it can be customized according to the needs of customers.

Model

Capacity

Power

DL-6CHBL-20
DL-6CHBL-25
DL-6CHBL-40
DL-6CHBL-50
DL-6CHBL-60
DL-6CHBL-70

≤500g
≤1000g
≤2000g
≤2500g
≤3000g
≤7500g

400W
400W
900W
1100W
1200W
1800W

Speciﬁcation of all of bamboo drum tea baking machine.

PHOTOS

Drum
diameter
20cm
25cm
37cm
50cm
58cm
65cm

Weight
1.8 kgs
2.8 kgs
4.6 kgs
8 kgs
12 kgs
20 kgs

CONTACT

If you are interested in this product, please contact us to get the
price.

↑ ↑ Click the icon to get the latest price directly ↑ ↑

↓ ↓ You can also leave your contact information at the bottom.
We usually contact you in about 10 minutes ↓ ↓

